
HANDWRITING APPLICATION FOR ANDROID

Google Handwriting Input is a stand-alone keyboard which allows you to handwrite text on your phone or tablet in
languages. It supports printed and cursive.

Audio input lets you record notes. It's not infallible, but if you're a neat writer, you'll probably never see it
make a mistake. Please like, share and comment us your review. It takes images and PDFs and lets you adjust
them with your own markups as you see fit, thus giving you extra control over your notes. Using this
keyboard, you can easily write text instead of typing through a normal keypad. Google Handwriting Input Can
an app list be completed without a Google product? You can also convert that text to speech for listening and
can save it for future. Hope you like these apps. This app convert handwriting to text and it supports about 52
languages and will give you outstanding handwriting experience with razor sharp ink effect, palm rejection
and close up writing mode for fine writing. There are two additional tools available using which you can move
or reposition the text that you have written anywhere on the note. Users can easily convert typed or
handwritten contents in a picture to text with this app. This app will prove as perfect solution for students with
school notes and homework and is also excellent for sharing meeting notes and protocols. It's not so bad on a
tablet or if you can use a stylus. This is more of handwriting memo pad which you can use quickly to write
something important down instead of opening a heavy app. With this app, you can convert and access the
URL or any phone number written in magazines or brochures. Most of their features are either difficult to find
in the open market or downright impossible. MyScript Nebo This app is specially designed for iPad and
Android users for making notes, writing and converting it into digital text. WhatsApp Did you know that there
are apps out there that can capture an image and convert the text present in them into a digital text file? This
app is helpful for the languages that can be challenging to type on a standard keyboard. They get frequent
updates, work fairly well, and most of each app is free.


